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This article examines a community-based writing assignment that 

invited first-year students to Intervene in controversies surrounding 

Chicago's Mlllannlum Park. Despite the apparent diversity of student 

arguments, a single ideology permeated all student texts. Whether self

identifying as liberal or conservative, students deployed almo•t ldantical 

rhetoric to assert that the park either embodied or failed to embody 

"democratic values." We learnad that, however threatening it may be 

to our own Ideological Investments, we must push students to inter

rogate their foundational assumptions. Given currant orthodoxy about 

the morality of any action or idea labeled "democratic," it is important 

that teachers work to stimulate true diversity of opinion by challenging 

•democracy" as a trump argument. 

Golden Chances and Sacred Cows 

This essay tells the story of a community-based writing project that taught the 

teachers a lesson. Although students in a first-year writing class authored trenchant 

critiques of Chicago's impressively slick Millennium Park, an important teaching 

opportunity slipped away. Looking back, we regret the loss of a golden chance to 

guide students through a critique of their own rock-bot tom, foundational assump

tions-assumptions, in this case, located in the rhetoric of liberal democracy. We 

see, now, that the chance was missed because our own immersion in the same l iberal 

orthodoxy obscured the big picture: we were slow to realize that almosr every student, 

regardless of orientation to the city's grand Millennium Park enterprise, pegged his or 

her argument on the very same, bred-in�the-bone, unquestioned beliefs. This essay is a 

cautionary tale meant to encourage writing teachers to push harder and dig deeper in 

an effort to help students develop into citizen-scholars who question all sacred cows, 

even our own. 
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